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Abstract

Cybernetic Transport Systems (CTS) based on fully automated urban vehicles (the cybercars) will be seen on city roads and on new dedicated infrastructures in the short term future. The group IMARA of INRIA-Paris is on the research of the development, integration and experimentation of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in order to improve road transport, especially on vehicle-to-vehicle communication and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. The first chapter of my report will give the context of our project Cybercar 2, about the vehicle-to-vehicle communication, OLSR protocol and so on. To measure the performance of vehicle communication, we need to process large quantities of data. RT-Maps (Real Time, Multisensor, Advanced Prototyping Software) is used to collect different kinds of information (Speed, GPS position...), but it has limited capacity. New database as well as some RT-Maps components are created to record the data, and improve the performance of communication, also some web applications are designed to show the information dynamically and automatically for a better vehicle management system, the second part will explain it in detail. And some further research work about the complicated decisions as overtaking, intersection will be explained in the third part.
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Introduction

Our living environments are facing some serious problems which are caused by the private automobile controlled by human beings. Accidents, energy congestion and noise greatly degrade the quality of life. The consequence is that: the traditional trade declines, people like to live in the suburbs and cities become less attractive to tourists. Although public transport systems have made many recent improvements by information technology to reduce the use of private vehicles, in many cases, the car still offers a much better service at the individual level.

An alternative solution to private car is the small automatic vehicle that could offer the same flexibility but much less nuisances. It is visible that in the short term future, Cybernetic Transport Systems (CTS) [1] based on fully automated urban vehicles (the Cybercars) [3] will be seen on city roads and on new dedicated infrastructures and become part of public transport system and non-motorized transport, providing passenger services anywhere at any time. These systems can also evolve to ensure the delivery of goods door to door or garbage collection automatically which will change our daily life greatly.

During the recent years, many countries have invested heavily in research of the automated vehicles and got good results. The advantages of autonomous driving and new transport system are numerous. First, they reduce congestion and produce a better traffic flow, air quality and energy conservation. Second, the system is much safer than manual driving. Third, the cars can drive autonomously to a remote parking area when it is not needed, thus leaving the space free for pedestrians and cyclists. Finally, it could take into account the requirements of the private consumer to optimize system performance, improve people's lives.
Stanford's autonomous car has a number of GPS sensors and lasers, a camera, and other equipment to help it make its way through the course. In 2007, during the DRAPA (Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency) urban challenge, it drove around a parking lot in Mountain View, made three-point turns, and followed the rules at a four-way stop.

Figure 1 *Stanford Racing Team's Junior car* won a good result--without human intervention.

In INRIA-Paris, the most representative driverless vehicle model in our project Cybercar-2 for our research work is called CyCab. It has been developed and evaluated in the draft CyberCars (www.cybercars.org) and are currently deployed. The Cycab is a four wheeled electric vehicle which has robotic abilities, it can drive fully autonomously. It has been designed to transport up to two persons in downtown areas, pedestrian malls, large industrial or amusement parks and airports. It has a camera for remote control, a Joystick for manual driving, multimedia terminal, linear camera for platoon driving, infrared targets for platoon driving, Ibeo Laser for collision avoidance, Steering actuator, one electric drive motor per wheel, one electric brake motor per wheel and eight lead-acid batteries.

Figure 2 *INRIA's Cycab*

The goal of project Cybercar 2 is to introduce cooperation in cybernetic transport systems (CTS) through vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication, in order to enable higher traffic flows through improved network efficiency and more complex networks.

For the vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication, there are many different kinds of information that should be considered to control and manager, like the speed, GPS position, with considering the future usages, some private services like the reservation could be taken into account. RT-Maps is a widely used software in the automated vehicle communication. It
is used to collect different kinds of real-time information from different vehicles at the same time. As more co-operations between vehicles is needed, it has considerable limits: it is hard to reuse the data for the further analysis; for the demonstration, with only the number to show to the users; it is less useful than using some tools like charts and Google Visualization API to show these data dynamically; it is hard to provide some expanded services.

In this case, a new vehicle information management system is designed to stock the information which is collected from the Cycab by RT-Maps. And in this way, the data could be reused easily for the further analysis when necessary, also it is better to monitor the real-time events of different vehicles. After designing the database to stock different kinds of real-time events in a unified model for the management of vehicle communication, some RT-Maps components are designed by Microsoft Visual Studio C++ to let the database server easily collect to different driverless vehicles, and also web applications are created to show them in different ways (show the speed in the chart, show the GPS position in the Google Maps and Google Earth...), as the database is designed in a unified form for different data, it is easy to expand its application, for the short term future, when all the necessary information is well collected, it could be expanded to be a widely used vehicle management system, to control and manage vehicle communications.

In my report, the first chapter will give the fundamental context of our project, about the Cybercar 2, the vehicle-to-vehicle communication, OLSR protocol, the software RT-Maps and its own database. The second part focuses on the development of the new database system for the automated vehicle and the realization of web applications. And the third part explains some further research work about the complicated decisions.
1. Cybercar-2 communication architecture

1.1 Context

The Project Cybercar-2 is driven by the vision that, in the short term future, Cybernetic Transport Systems (CTS) based on fully automated urban vehicles (the Cybercars) will be seen on city roads and on new dedicated infrastructures. Such systems have been developed and evaluated in the scope of the CyberCars (www.cybercars.org) and CyberMove (www.cybermove.org) projects of the 5th FWP and are now being deployed.

However, presently these CTS can only operate in low demand environments where little interaction between vehicles is anticipated. In order for these systems to address high demands, more cooperation between vehicles is needed. This is the topic of this Project, based on vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communications and vehicles coordination. We will address in particular the cooperation between vehicles running at close range (platooning) and at intersections (merging,crossing).

This research is closely linked to research on the cooperation between driver operated vehicles with Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) to help the drivers in the improvement of safety and efficiency in the operation of their vehicles. Therefore, the project will keep close links to projects on driver assistance systems based also on close range communication. As far as
possible, the same technologies will be used for the communications and exchange of information such as the CALM (Communications Access For Land Mobiles) architecture. The work in CyberCars-2, however, will focus on fully automated vehicles. We believe that some of the algorithms developed for the CTS, will be applicable for driving assistance when the control of the vehicle is taken away from the vehicle drivers in case of some improper actions.

The transition between Cybercars and ADAS vehicles will be made easier with the forecasted arrival of "dual-mode" vehicles which will offer an automatic mode in specific situations such as platooning and in specific locations such as automated parking lots and manual-assisted mode in regular situations.

The most representative model of the project Cycab has two mode: aided-conduct mode and autonomous mode. The former is aided by the assisted use of a joystick and a touch screen. The joystick is connected to the computer that controls the vehicle and also provides the convenience and safety, the speed can be limited in the corners and special areas. The touch screen allows the user to communicate with the system to obtain information such as location, the autonomous vehicle, or other services such as tourist information. In INRIA there are 6 Cycabs that we could use for our experience environment.

In order to achieve the autonomous driving, there are numerous data that should be processed for the V2I/V2V communication, including the map information, road information, GPS position, Speed, traffic situation, and so on. To process these huge data, and also for the replay and comparison for the further analysis, using a center database management system with a good record format to organize the data is inevitable.

1.2 Vehicle-to-vehicle / vehicle-to-infrastructure communication
Large scale control of traffic requires us to construct a scalable, cooperative global system to control the vehicles in different levels: over an urban, metropolitan or regional area by a regional control center (RCC), local sub-centers, and individual vehicles. The use of the vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) [5] and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communication systems could improve the road efficiency and traffic safety on urban, intercity arterial and rural roads[9]. It chooses the best available wireless technologies (focusing on 802.11 devices) and the network operation is ensured at a higher level by routing protocols, adaptable to mobility situations based on the existing Optimized Link State Routing Protocol (OSLR) [4], which is developed by INRIA for Ad-hoc mobile networks.

OLSR operates as a table driven and proactive protocol, exchanges topology information with other nodes of the network regularly. Moreover, the protocol does not require reliable transmission of control messages. In fact, the ad-hoc networks for vehicles can be created quickly and the impact of the car to and from the network are minimal. In addition, the protocol OSLR is designed for multi-hop networks [8] with a strong and effective mechanism for the flow of data across the network. Because large networks may be inappropriate for V2V communication, a series of changes to OLSR is proposed to limit the information relays of the topology and quickly create suitable Ad-hoc networks for the dynamic communication vehicle. The control information sent by vehicle is relayed in a confined space in order to obtain the routing information and network topology nearby. This information is sufficient to allow broadcasting and data relayed to a larger area nearby known as topology.

1.3 Cybercar-2 communication architecture

The Cybercar-2 communication architecture comprises Physical Layer, MAC Layer, Network Layer, System Service Layer and Control Component / Management Plane [6].

In the physical layer, three communication technologies have been considered according to
this classification: IEEE 802.11p V2V/V2I for direct communication, WLAN technology (Wireless Local Area Networks) based on IEEE 802.11a/b/g to provide information support; WWAN technologies (Wireless Wide Area Networks) provides comprehensive coverage to monitor traffic flow and improve traffic efficiency. The MAC layer is based on the IEEE 802.11 MAC and the algorithm is the Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision Avoidance (CSMA / CA). In the network layer, to achieve dynamic routing in this scenario, the Optimized Link State Routing protocol (OLSR) is chosen because its behavior is appropriate for proactive communication vehicle. OLSR mesh network allows the vehicle to be quickly created and reconfigured dynamically, because it is designed for multi-hop networks with a strong and effective mechanism for delivery of data streams. Two modules were identified in the service layer: one for service discovery and another for the decision on creating the communication links.

Figure 3  *Cybercar-2 communication architecture*

For the software architecture, it includes HMI(Human-Machine Interface) module, control
module, perception module, planning module and so on. HMI module provides information, warning and advises to the user access to geographically referenced content, including road network, current vehicle state and planned route. The perception module is to transfer the sensor data into consist and useful information. The global route planning module is to find the shortest path between the current position and the destination and output a temporal target, also it provides route information to HMI. The local trajectory planning module computes the trajectory that respect the vehicle constraints, avoids collisions and moves towards the temporal target. All of these modules have interactions with the database called Knowledge Base as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4 Drive-less Vehicle Architecture

During my internship, I focus on the development of database for stocking the different
kinds of data with a good structure for the real-time control and the manage, considering how to connecting the software RT-Maps by some components provided by RT-Maps' company and also I developed some components based on researching the working principles of RT-Maps, with the help of these components connecting to the Cycab to get different types of data from different vehicles. Also for the visualization, I created some web applications for better managing the data, like showing the trajectory on Google Maps and Google Earth.

1.4 RT-Maps (Real Time, Multi-sensor, Advanced Prototyping Software) and its own database (STDB)

Figure 5 Software RT-Maps(Real Time, Multi-sensor, Advanced Prototyping Software)
RT-Maps (Real Time, Multi-sensor, Advanced Prototyping Software) is a software to stock large amounts of data. It is an integrated development environment provided by Intempora and is based on binary modules that can be linked to build a control application or register synchronously a set of sensors. Any suitable device for connecting to a computer can be caused by RT-Maps. The information from any type of sensors is acquired. The connections between the various graphical elements are made without any difficulty. The substitution of a sensor is quick. The comparison of information acquired by various types of sensors is simple: video cameras, analog methods, digital, CAN bus, GPS, radar ... The module "Recorder" allows the simultaneous recording tracks for a variety of information.

The information is stored in a STDB (Synchronized Time stamped Databases) format. When replayed, the sequence information is reproduced using the timestamps of the data. It is also possible to read information at a different speed: faster, slower or step by step. This database also allows synchronization between other cars using GPS signal. It is easy to demonstrate the synchronous data of different cars on the same computer and to evaluate the communication time or quality of the wireless link. So it is widely used in our vehicle communication system.

### 1.5 Problem and innovation

Although RT-Maps has already been widely used in the vehicle communication system for collecting different communication data from different vehicles, it has some disadvantages. First, when we save some data by timestamps, the size is too large, also some of the data is not that useful. For example, when the vehicle runs with the same speed, it is not necessary to save all the data as well as the timestamps to the database, just the start time and end time is enough, and if possible data mining algorithms could be applied for this case. Second, the data stocked in its own database is not well organized, so hard to manage with comparing to the principal database software. Third, when we want to expand its functions, RT-Maps is too limited as it provides less interfaces to other applications like web than the principal database software. As to expand its functions for the future application, new database management system is created and the data
structure is reorganized.

As shown in the graph, in the new vehicle management system, new RT-Maps components (Recorder and player) are designed to record and replay the different kinds of data from different vehicles at the same time. And if the database server doesn't work, it could be directly save to the XML files, else the data will be well stocked to the database MYSQL. For the player component, it gets the data from the XML file or from the MYSQL database, and show it. For the web platform, it gets different kinds of vehicle communication information from the database, and show it in different ways so it is easier to control and manage the different vehicles.

Figure 6 New data management structure
2. Database and web applications

2.1 Formalization of the data structure

In order to improve the vehicle-to-vehicle and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication for the project Cybercar-2, the data should be organized with a suitable structure which means that it's easy to stock, easy for the managers to understand, easy to get and use, when there is some mistake, the system manager could find it easily and avoid the accidents, of course we hope that there is no accident any more if all the components work together in a good state.

Figure 7  Flow chart about how a automated vehicle runs

Imaging that for a automated vehicle, when it runs on the road, it should first check its own
parameters, if all of them are in a normal state, it could start. And then it should know its precise position, its speed, and other relative parameters for driving. For being better controlled by the vehicle management system, it should send all these data to the center database management system. And of course it should receive information about all the circulating vehicles as well as the traffic situation, detect the obstacles around to decide which trajectory to take, whether to brake/Stop or accelerate, or if some of the roads are too crowded, it could change its decision immediately and choose other roads. All of these information should be processed in time and let the vehicle make decisions quickly. Otherwise it is very dangerous to the others. Check that if it has already reached the destination, if not, it continues running. So it is really a much harder case than the auto-control subway of which the environment is fixed and easy to be managed. But for the vehicles, the road situation is changing every day, even every second. In this case the word «real-time» has a really important meaning for the data processing. So we must have a suitable database to satisfy the requirements.

For a vehicle, the necessary information that should be shared with other vehicles and should be sent to the center server are as follow:

1. Vehicle identifier
2. GPS position
3. Speed
4. Destination
5. Emergency flag
6. Intentions (Overtaking, platooning, roundabout, intersection ......)
7. Timestamps

Some of the information changes each second (GPS position, speed), others may be stay the same during the whole period. So the data should be processed respectively: The values of speed, GPS position should be updated every time, with only the change of the vehicle identifier during some special situation. Of course for the attributes which change frequently, sometimes they keep the same value for a long time, for example, if we want to stock the speed values by fixed timestamps to the database, often we stock all the data, but if it keeps the same value, we could make some optimizations: compare the new value with the old one by timestamps, if they are the same, just save the old one, only when the value changes, save the new one. So in this way for the period the vehicles keep the same value, the database just save the values with its start timestamps and end timestamps.
The new database is still based on the RT-Maps, because there is no yet other mature softwares that could help getting different vehicles' data from their lasers, sensors, cameras at the same time by the connectors, and also RT-Maps has already developed many components for the data and image processing, it is really reliable for our team. Even when the new database was created, we developed the RecorderMYSQL and PlayerMYSQL components to get and replay the data from the vehicle or from the database.

After considering all of these, there are two solutions for designing the database. First we use the one that for each vehicle we have its id, registration, speed, GPS position, Overtaking, platooning, roundabout, intersection information and so on, and almost each attribute is a foreign key and connect to another table. All the other tables are different and doesn't have a unified format, also the main table VEHICLE wastes too much space, as just some of the data is changing all the time, it should record all the other useless values together. As we want to show each different value with its own application for the future analysis, control and manage, it's better to turn to the other solution.

The other solution is that the table VEHICLES just saves the basic parameters which don't change frequently like registration, manufacturer, Model, Seats, Image URL, Icon URL, Blocked. For each other event, a table is created with 4 attributes: ID, VID, Timestamps UTC, Value and it has the same prefix called event_. It is reasonable to formalize all the tables: the most important one is that each table will be used for the web application for further research work, like showing the speed with different charts, showing the GPS position with the Google Maps and Google Earth API. And in this way when there are some new parameters that we want to pay attention to, it is easier that we just create a table and connect it to the table VEHICLES with the foreign key. Also for the RT-Maps, it could process the unified data format easier.

For this solution, we have different tables for different events, using the VID (means the vehicle ID) to have relation with the table VEHICLES. The timestamps UTC attribute gets the system time from the vehicle, and could be reset by us. For different events, the only difference is the value. For the event Speed, the value type is float or double, but for the event GPS position, it has two values: latitude and longitude that we use a comma to separate. Here we decide to use only one attribute instead of two or even more because if every event is in the same format, it is good for the expansion and easy for the RT-Maps to process which I will explain later, as all the attribute VALUE of event is String. I just show some of the tables as follow, as the other tables of different
events are almost with the same attributes, and the expansion capacity is important for the further research.

Figure 8  Database Schema for the vehicle management system

2.2  RT-Maps components and web applications

Figure 9  RT-Maps Components: RecorderMySQL

Figure 10  RT-Maps Components: PlayerMySQL
The two RT-Maps components: RecorderMYSQL and PlayerMYSQL, designed by me using Microsoft Visual Studio C++, are used to record the data from the vehicles to the database or from the XML files when the database doesn't work and replay it from the database or the XML files.

**RecorderMYSQL:**
- Debug Report: choose to get the debug report
- Inputs: Parameters for database connection
  - Vehicle ID (could choose many vehicles)
  - File path (when the database server doesn't work, the data will be saved in a XML file, so no data will lose)
  - Event type (choose different types of event that we want to get from the vehicles, for example: speed, position)
  - Debug report (choose to show it or not)
  - Priority
- Outputs: The relative values to the XML file or to the database

**PlayerMYSQL:**
- Debug Report: choose to get the debug report
- PlayFromFile: to get the data from the database and replay it directly with RT-Maps
- Inputs: Parameters for database connection
- Vehicle ID: Vehicle ID (could choose many vehicles)
- BeginTimeStamp
- EndTimeStamp
- Priority

![Diagram](image)

*Figure 11 Usage of recorder and player*
Figure 11 uses the data generator and RecorderMYSQL components in RT-Maps to generate data and stock it in the database, also uses the playerMYSQL components to play the data from the file or from the database and shows it with RT-Maps' own viewer.

Using the tinyXML API, we save all kinds of values in a unified format, with the table name, Vehicle ID, timestamp and the value. When the database server doesn't work, the data is stocked in the XML file.

Figure 12 Data stocked in XML File

Figure 13 Result of the simulation
This is just a simulation that used to test if the database and the RT-Maps components RecorderMYSQL and PlayerMYSQL work well or not. When connecting to the automated vehicles Cycab, much more components should be used: data processing, viewer, image processing, data conversion, generators. The schema is very huge, so I don't want to show it in this report, but the principle is more or less the same, and the important part that we focus on is shown in Figure 11. Using different components to get the same type of value from different vehicles for the comparison or different types of value from the same vehicle. Using data processing/conversion components to transform the data types. Using recorder to record and player/viewers to get the results.

As RT-Maps just could show the values, its function is limited. For the web applications, different frames are created by PHP/JavaScript to show the different types of values. As shown in the figure 15, the report type could be chosen: Speed, GPS position, reservation information and so on. Also there are different kinds of display mode: time slot, real-time, replay. We could show the real-time values from the vehicles, could choose the event start time and end time to just replay the data for a certain period of time, also by the time slot, the trajectory could be shown between the start date and the end date. Different period of auto update could be chosen, and in the right there is a vehicle list showing the ones which have already registered in the database management system.

Figure 14  Vehicle's trajectory during a time slot on the Google Maps
2.3 Web applications

Figure 15  Vehicle management system – vehicles' real-time position in Google Maps
Figure 15 and Figure 16 show some of the web applications by Google Maps and charts. The data is from Cycab, we did some experiments and got it in INRIA-Paris, Rocquencourt.

![Figure 16: Vehicle management system – vehicles' speed chart](image)

Because the data of GPS position is changing all the time when the automated vehicle runs on the road, during each time stamp, the data is stocked in the database. If the vehicle stops, the value rests the same, and in the database we only have its start time and end time, as shown in
Figure 17. It is impossible to have three continuous rows with the same value.

This is the basic event database for the automated vehicle communication, and it is still possible to design some data mining algorithm to better process different types of data. For the complicated decisions based on these data, we will discuss in the next chapter.
3. Data interchange for complicated decisions

3.1 Modelization of the global map

Beside of the basic actions like getting the value of the Speed, GPS Position, we will focus on some complicated decisions: the intentions about Overtaking, platooning, roundabout, intersection and so on. For making these decisions, the automated vehicles should get the values from many event tables, analyze and compare them, if possible some additional information should be added in order to complete these actions. Take the map for example, for the intentions, the map information including real-time road traffic situation is necessary, but the precise GPS position is not that useful, just knowing that which road the vehicle is located is enough, and sometimes Google Maps' updating is not that prompt. For the control and manage system, create our own map structure is a good solution that we don't always need to rely on Google produces.

For construct the map model, we support to use to nodes, edges instead of precise positions. As for the manage and control, just know that which vehicle is in which road, and whether the traffic situation of the road and the surrounding environment is good enough for the vehicle to drive. A node stands for the crossing, and a edge represents a road with the start node and end node, so the path could be a set of relative edges. In this way, the map could be constructed in a simplified way but it satisfies the requirements and we could have our own map system which comprises the road traffic information as we could give each edge a attribute named Color to represent its traffic situation, red as block, green as normal, yellow as busy. Sometimes there exists many trajectories
from the source to the destination, and the length of each road which makes up of the trajectory and the traffic situation should be taken care of to find the most optimized path to the destination by some algorithms. When suddenly a traffic accident happens, the road color will immediately turn red, it means block, the vehicle will get the information, and change its way. So it must exchange the road information with the center server all the time and change its decision in time.

**Figure 18 Modelization of Map system**

- **Figure 19 Map structure schema including notes and edges**

### 3.2 Overtaking decision

After having this new structure, the complicated decisions could be made with the help of the information stocked in these tables. Take overtaking for example, if one vehicle want to overtake the one in front of it, it should first know the one's intention (accelerate or brake or suddenly stop) also the distance to the next crossing as well as if some pedestrians wants to go across the road, and get their relative speed. The pedestrian problem is really hard to process so
maybe we should rely on some sensors to make sure of it. After getting all of these values, it couldn’t avoid to do some calculations in order to know that whether it has the possibility to overtake the one in front of it and what is the probability.

Once a vehicle finds that the one before it goes at a lower speed it should:

1. Check that if there is more than one preceding vehicle
   If there is only one vehicle then go to step 2
   If there are several vehicles, and none is going to overtake the one before, it can overtake all of them, and if the vehicles are closed, they could be considered as one vehicle with an exceptional length, and it should ask the last to get the relative distance, and one by one, for the calculations of the total length, then go to step 2.

2. Check that if the remaining distance is still enough for the vehicle to overtake, and at the same time, to know the front one's intention is necessary. If the one just get to its destination, it will suddenly stop, and before that it should send some signals to inform other vehicles behind it.

3. Check that if there comes another vehicle in the lane that it wants to use to overtake.

So with the values: its own speed V0, other vehicles' average speed V1, the distance from the current position to the next crossing D0, the distance from the current position to the front one's position D1, the vehicle length L, the distance for the overtaken vehicles to get to the next crossing D2, it could calculate like this:
Time to get to the next crossing $T_0 = \frac{D_0}{V_0}$;
Time to overtake $T_1 = \frac{(L+D_1)}{(V_0-V_1)}$;
Time for the overtaken vehicles to get to the next crossing $T_2 = \frac{D_2}{V_1}$;
If $T_1 > T_0$ or $T_1 > T_2$, it should cancel the intention of overtaking or accelerate.

In order to complete this decision, the useful information that should be got from the database are:

- Its own speed, position, road information;
- Overtaken vehicles' speed, intention, position and destination.

All these data have been stocked in different tables that we have created before. So they could be reused to construct the new table OVERTAKING.

![Overtaking decision flow chart](image)

*Figure 21  Overtaking decision flow chart*
3.3 Intersection decision

Intersection decision is another complicated decision, for that when two or even more vehicles is going to pass the crossing, if they keep their own speeds without considering each other, the traffic accident will happen. Actually most of the accidents happen at the crossing.

When a vehicle arrives to an intersection, first it must know if there are vehicles already in it, or if they are arriving. Also it should know the direction that the other vehicles turn to. If the intersection is free and there is no vehicles around, the vehicle will continue its way. If there is a vehicle already in the intersection that interferes the vehicle's driving direction, it will have to stop before the crossing and wait until the intersection is free.

The case above is the simplest. Considering some complicated cases. When several vehicles arrive at the same time at an empty intersection, or when the intersection is free and there are several vehicles waiting to enter, a further evaluation is needed.

1. Check for the signal light
   if there is a stop signal the vehicle must stop before the crossing and must re-evaluate its situation.
   If there is not a stop signal it can proceed to the step 2.
2. Check intersection occupation
   If the intersection is free then proceed to step 3
   If there is other vehicle already in the intersection and it does not interfere in car's desired, then proceed to step 3.
   If there is a vehicle in the intersection, it interfere the car's trajectory, the car must stop before the intersection and re-evaluate its situation to check that if the intersection is free.
3. Check for vehicles in the other lanes that arrive to the intersection
   If there are no vehicles around, the vehicle can continue its way
   If there are vehicles waiting at the intersection or arriving to it, but its
trajectories do not interfere, the vehicle can proceed.

If there are vehicles waiting at the intersection or arriving to it, and the trajectories interfere, then it's needed a priority analysis to check which car must proceed, and which ones must remain stopped.

Figure 22 *Intersections decision flow chart for a vehicle arriving to the intersection*

If the car is already stopped before the intersection entrance, it must:

1. Check intersection occupation.
   - If the intersection is free then proceed to step 2.
   - If there is other vehicle already in the intersection and it does not interfere in vehicle's trajectory, then proceed to step 2.
   - If there is a vehicle in the intersection, and it interfere the vehicle's trajectory, the vehicle must remain stopped and re-evaluate its situation once the intersection is free.

2. Check for vehicles in the other lanes that arrive to the intersection.
   - If there are no vehicles around, the vehicle can continue its way.
   - If there are vehicles waiting at the intersection or arriving to it, but their trajectories do no interfere, the vehicle can proceed.
   - If there are vehicles waiting at the intersection or arriving to it, and the
trajectories interfere, then it's needed a priority analysis to check which vehicle must proceed, and ones must remain stopped.

Figure 22  *Intersections decision flow chart for a stopped vehicle before the crossing*

For the database, considering to add to each road a attribute signal light (RED, YELLOW, GREEN ) for controlling the traffic at the crossing. And also the priority should be given to the different kinds of vehicles if there are no signal light at the real environment. So when two vehicles are getting closed to the crossing almost at the same time, only the priority decides which vehicle should go first and which one should stop.

### 3.4 Extended applications of database system

Besides its function for the manage and control, the database could also provide some private services for the users with its abundant information. It could expand its applications for both the managers and the users. For example, the reservation. Users could get the information about at that moment which vehicle is the most closed to him and use it. Of course the vehicle should be free, by accessing to the database, getting the GPS position and comparing the distance. Once the vehicle is reserved by somebody, it could not be reserved by others, only in the case that
during a certain period of time, it is still not used after being reserved, the reservation will be canceled in a fixed period. And when something is wrong, the message will be sent to inform that the user should reserve others again.

For other applications like delivering goods, letters or pick up children, different types of automated vehicles could be granted for different usages. So there is no doubt that the automated vehicles will have wide applications in the future.
Future work

Transport will remain an essential part of economic sustainability and social cohesion in the future. The growth in transport needs will bring more energy congestion, traffic accidents. So the automated vehicles will be more and more taken seriously. As the calculator usually works better than the human brain, the introduction of new vehicles could surely reduce the number of traffic accidents by the human errors. But now as some of the parts are still in research, automated vehicles have not been widely used in the city, just in some suburbs. When all the control and management methods are considered, and the management system could work well without mistakes, automated vehicles will be widely produced and appears everywhere.

For my database management system, the basic event management as vehicle information, speed, GPS position has been tested and already realized. Also some data mining algorithms could be applied for the database management. But for some complicated decisions, like overtaking, intersection, they are still in the research and test period because the environment should be complicated and should be fully considered. For example, in the auto-route scene, where the vehicles drive at a terribly high speed, the information process could not catch up with the changing environment, so it is still needed to do more simulations and tests. I believe that it will have a good future.
Conclusion

As database provides a better control and management for different types of data, it has been widely used in many different domains. In our project Cybercar-2 the vehicle information management system requires a stable and real-time data exchange for the vehicle-to-vehicle communication and vehicle-to-infrastructure communication. The database I have created could be used to manage the basic vehicle communication events, with the RT-Maps components for connecting to the automated vehicle Cycab and web application for facilitating the data management and presentation. But for some complicated decisions, like platooning, overtaking, intersection, more simulations and tests are required to form a perfect system. Besides the data control and management, we could also imagine the usages for private users which makes the database multifunctional. It would be very useful for the future research work on the automated vehicle communication.
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